Let (X 1 , Y 1 ), . . ., (X n , Y n ) be i.i.d. rvs and denote v(x) as the unknown τ -expectile regression curve of Y conditional on X. We introduce the expectilesmoother v n (x) as a localized nonlinear estimator of v(x), and prove the strong uniform consistency rate of v n (x) under general conditions. The stochastic fluctuation of the process {v n (x) − v(x)} is also studies in our paper. Moreover, using strong approximations of the empirical process and extreme value theory, we consider the asymptotic maximal deviation sup 0 x 1 |v n (x)−v(x)|. This paper considers fitting a simultaneous confidence corridor (SCC) around the estimated expectile function of the conditional distribution of Y given x based on the observational data generated according to a nonparametric regression model. Furthermore, we apply it into the temperature analysis. We construct the simultaneous confidence corridors around the expectiles of the residuals from the temperature models to investigate the temperature risk drivers. We find the risk drivers in Berlin and Taipei are different.
Introduction
In regression function estimation, most investigations are concerned with the conditional mean. Geometrically, the observations {(X i , Y i ), i = 1, . . . , n} form a cloud of points in a Euclidean space. The mean regression function focuses on the center 1 of the point-cloud, given the covariant X, see Efron (1991) . However, more insights about the relation between Y and X can be gained by considering the higher or lower regions of the conditional distribution.
Asymmetric least squares estimation provides a convenient and relatively efficient method of summarizing the conditional distribution of a dependent variable given the regressors. It turns out that similar to conditional percentiles, the conditional expectiles also characterize the distribution. Breckling and Chambers (1988) proposed M -quantiles, which extends this idea by a "quantile-like" generalization of regression based on asymmetric loss functions. Expectile regression, and more generally M -quantile regression, can be used to characterize the relationship between a response variable and explanatory variables when the behaviour of "non-average" individuals is of interest. Jones (1994) described that expectiles and M-quantiles are related to means and quantiles are related to the median, and moreover expectiles are indeed quantiles of a transformed distribution. Expectiles can be generally used in labor market and financial market, which would be as interesting as quantile regression.
The expectile curves can be key aspects of inference in various economic problems and are of great interest in practice. Expectiles have recently been applied in financial and demographic studies. Kuan et al. (2009) considered the conditional autoregressive expectile (CARE) model to calculate the VaR, and expectiles are used to calculate the expected shortfall in Taylor (2008) . Schnabel and Eilers (2009a) modelled the relationship between gross domestic product per capita (GDP) and average life expectancy using expectile curves. There are several methods to calculate the expectiles. Schnabel and Eilers (2009b) combined asymmetric least square and P-splines to calculate the smoothing expectile curve. In our paper, we use kernel smoothing method for the expectile curve, and apply it into the temperature studies.
As we know, during the last several years, the dynamic of the temperatures is not stable especially in different cities, extreme weather appears occasionally. We investigate the behaviour of the temperature from Berlin and Taipei. We also construct the confidence corridors for the low and high expectile curves of the residuals from the dynamic temperature models, and compare the risk factors between Berlin and Taipei.
Both quantile and expectile can be expressed as minimum contrast parameter estimators. Define q τ (u) = |I(u ≤ 0) − τ |u for 0 < τ < 1, then the τ -quantile may be expressed as arg min θ E qτ (y − θ). With the interpretation of the contrast function ρ τ (u) as the negative log likelihood of asymmetric Laplace distribution, we can see the τ -quantile as a quasi maximum estimator in the location model. Changing the loss (contrast) function to ρ τ (u) = | I(u ≤ 0) − τ |u 2 , τ ∈ (0, 1)
leads to expectile. Note that for τ = 1 2
, we obtain the mean respective to the sample average. Putting this into a regression framework, we define the conditional expectile function (to level τ ) as:
From now on, we silently assume τ is fixed therefore we suppress the explicit notion.
Inserting (1) into (2), we obtain:
v(x) = arg min
v(x) can be equivalent in seen as solving the following equation (w.r.t. v):
Yet another representation of v(x) is given by an average of the conditional upside and downside mean:
This property distinguishes the expectile from expected shortfall because the latter is determined only by a conditional downside mean. Newey and Powell (1987) show that v(x) is monotonically increasing in τ and is location and scale equivalent, in the sense that for Y = aY + b and a > 0, then v Y (τ ) = av Y + b. In our conditional setting, we need to deal with v(x) from (3) and variation of the RHS of (3) when θ is in a neighborhood of v(x).
Recall conditional quantile l(x) at level τ can be considered as
Therefore, the proposed estimate l n (x) can be expressed :
where F (y|x) is the kernel estimator of F (y|x):
Quantiles and expectiles both characterize a distribution function although they are different in nature. As an illustration, Figure 1 plots curves of quantiles and expectiles of the standard normal N (0, 1). There is a one-to-one mapping relationship between quantile and expectile, see as Yao and Tong (1996) . Fixed x,
l(x) is an increasing function of τ , therefore, w(τ ) is also a monotonically increasing function. Expectile corresponds to quantile with transformation w. For example, Y ∼ U (0, 1), then w(τ ) = τ 2 /(2τ 2 − 2τ + 1).
In light of the concepts of M -estimation as in Huber (1981) , if we define ψ(u)
as:
v n (x) and v(x) can be treated as a zero (w.r.t. θ) of the function: correspondingly.
By employing similar methods as those developed in Härdle (1989) it is shown in this paper that
with some adjustment of v n (x), we can see that the supreme of v n (x) − v(x) follows the asymptotic Gumbel distribution, where r(x), δ, λ(K), d n are suitable scaling parameters. The asymptotic result (8) therefore allows the construction of simultaneous confidence corridor (SCC) for v(x) based on specifications of the stochastic fluctuation of v n (x). The strong approximation with Brownian bridge techniques is applied in this paper to prove the asymptotic distribution of v n (x).
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the stochastic fluctuation of the process {v n (x) − v(x)} is studied and the simultaneous confidence corridor (SCC) is presented through the equivalence of several stochastic processes. We get the asymptotic distribution of v n (x). Further we also get a strong uniform consistency rate of {v n (x) − v(x)}. In Section 3, a small Monte Carlo study is studied to investigate the behaviour of v n (x) when the data is generated with the error terms standard normally distributed. In Section 4, an application considers the temperature in Berlin and Taipei. Moreover, a simultaneous confidence corridor (SCC) for the residuals after a fitted temperature model will be constructed to detect the risk drivers for temperature. All proofs are attached in Section 5.
Results
We make the following assumptions about the distribution of (X, Y ) and the score function ψ(u) in addition to the existence of an initial estimator whose error is a.s. 
a sequence of constants tending to infinity as n → ∞; (A6) 0 < m 1 f X (x) M 1 < ∞, x ∈ J, and the conditional density f (·|y), y ∈ R, is uniform locally Lipschitz continuous of orderα (ulL-α) on J, uniformly in y ∈ R, with 0 <α 1, and ψ(x) is piecewise twice continuously differentiable.
Define also
and assume that σ 2 (x) and f X (x) are differentiable.
Assumption (A1) on the compact support of the kernel could possibly be relaxed by introducing a cutoff technique as in Csörgö and Hall (1982) for density estimators. Assumption (A2) has purely technical reasons: to keep the bias at a lower rate than the variance and to ensure the vanishing of some non-linear remainder terms. Assumption (A3) appears in a somewhat modified form also in Johnston (1982) . Assumptions (A5) and (A6) are common assumptions in robust estimation as in Huber (1981) , Härdle et al. (1988) that are satisfied by exponential, and generalized hyperbolic distributions. Zhang (1994) has proved the asymptotic normality of the nonparametric expectile. Under the Assumptions (A1) to (A4), we have:
with
where we can denote
For the uniform strong consistency rate of v n (x) − v(x), we apply the result of Härdle et al. (1988) by taking β(y) = ψ(y − θ), y ∈ R, for θ ∈ I = R, q 1 = q 2 = −1, γ 1 (y) = max{0, −ψ(y − θ)}, γ 2 (y) = min{0, −ψ(y − θ)} and λ = ∞ to satisfy the representations for the parameters there. We have the following lemma under some specified assumptions:
Lemma 1 Let H n (θ, x) and H(θ, x) be given by (6) and (7). Under Assumption (A6) and (nh/ log n) 1/2 → ∞ through Assumption (A2), for some constant A * not depending on n, we have a.s. as n → ∞
For our result on v n (·), we shall also require
where δ 1 andq are some positive constants, see also Härdle and Luckhaus (1984) .
This assumption is satisfied if there exists a constantq such that f (v(x)|x) >q/p, x ∈ J.
Theorem 1 Under the conditions of Lemma 1 and also assuming (13) holds, we
with B * = A * /m 1q not depending on n and m 1 a lower bound of f X (x). If additionallyα {log( √ log n) − log( √ nh)}/log h, it can be further simplified to
Then (8) holds with
This theorem can be used to construct uniform confidence intervals for the regression function as stated in the following corollary.
Corollary 1 Under the assumptions of the theorem above, an approximate
With V (x) introduced, we can further write Corollary 1 as:
whereV (x) is the nonparametric estimator of V (x). The proof is essentially based on a liberalization argument after a Taylor series expansion. The leading linear term will then be approximated in a similar way as in Johnston (1982) , Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) . The main idea behind the proof is a strong approximation of
} by a sequence of Brownian bridges as proved by Tusnady (1977) .
As v n (x) is the zero (w.r.t. θ) of H n (θ, x), it follows by applying 2nd-order
where
is the leading linear term and the remainder term is written as:
We show in Section 5 that (Lemma 4) that
Furthermore, the rescaled linear part
is approximated by a sequence of Gaussian processes, leading finally to the Gaussian process
Drawing upon the result of Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) , we finally obtain asymptotically the Gumbel distribution.
We also need the Rosenblatt (1952) transformation,
rv's. In the event that x is a d-dimension covariate, the transformation becomes:
With the aid of this transformation, Theorem 1 of Tusnady (1977) may be applied to obtain the following lemma.
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Lemma 2 On a suitable probability space a sequence of Brownian bridges B n exists that sup x∈J,y∈R
For d > 2, it is still an open problem which deserves further research.
Before we define the different approximating processes, let us first rewrite (18) as a stochastic integral w.r.t. the empirical process Z n (x, y),
10
The approximating processes are now:
where Γ n = {|y| a n },
{B n } being the sequence of Brownian bridges from Lemma 2.
{W n } being the sequence of Wiener processes satisfying
{W (·)} being the Wiener process.
Lemmas 5 to 10 ensure that all these processes have the same limit distributions.
The result then follows from
Lemma 3 (Theorem 3.1 in Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) 
Then, as n → ∞, the supremum of Y 5,n (x) has a Gumbel distribution. 
A Monte Carlo Study
In the design of the simulation, we follow the same idea as in Schnabel and Eilers (2009b) , since the result is very intuitive to explain and to compare with quantiles.
We generate the bivariate random variables
with the sample size n = 500, and X is uniformly distributed on [0, 3]
where ε ∼ N(0, 1).
Obviously, the theoretical expectiles (fixed τ ) are determined by
where v N (τ ) is the τ th-expectile of the standard Normal distribution. which can be interpreted by the transformation w(τ ). As we have checked, for the standard normal distribution, the 0.9 quantile can be expressed by the around 0.96 expectile. Moreover, the expectile curve is smoother than the corresponding quantile curve. Figure 3 shows the 5% − 95% uniform confidence bands for expectile curve, which are represented by the two red dot lines. We calculate both 0.1 (left) and 0.9 (right) expectile curves. The black lines stand for the corresponding 0.1 and 0.9 theoretical expectile curves, and the blue lines are the corresponding estimated expectile curves. Obviously, the theoretical expectile curves locate in the confidence bands.
Application
In this part, we apply the expectile into the temperature study. We consider the daily temperature both of Berlin and Taipei, ranging from 19480101 to 20071231, together 21900 observations. The statistical properties of the temperature are summarized in and it provides insights into both the distributions of temperature and temperature surprises, and the differences between them.
Before proceeding to detailed modeling and forecasting results, it is useful to get an overall feel for the daily average temperature data. Figure 4 displays the average temperature series for the last five years of the sample. The black line stands for the temperature in Taipei, and the blue line describes for the temperature in Berlin. The time series plots reveal strong and unsurprising seasonality in average temperature: in each city, the daily average temperature moves repeatedly and regularly through periods of high temperature (summer) and low temperature (winter).
Importantly, however, the seasonal fluctuations differ noticeably across cities both in terms of amplitude and detail of pattern.
Based on the pattern of the temperature we observed, we apply a conventional model for temperature dynamics, which is a stochastic model with seasonality and inter temporal autocorrelation. To understand the model clearly, Let us introduce the time series decomposition of the temperature, with t = 1, · · · , τ = 365 days, 
where T t,j is the temperature at day t in year j, Λ t denotes the seasonality effect.
Motivation of this modeling approach can be found in Diebold and Inoue (2001) .
Later studies like e.g. Campbell and Diebold (2005) and Benth et al. (2007) have provided evidence that the parameters β lj are likely to be j independent and hence estimated consistently from a global autoregressive process AR(L j ) model with L j = L. The analysis of the partial autocorrelations and Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) suggests that a simple AR(3) model fits the temperature evolution both in Berlin and Taipei well.
In this part, we consider the residuals of temperature from the fitted model from Equation (28). Since the temperatures have seasonal effects, and also AR effects, we use the residuals after taking out such effects. We intend to construct the confidence corridors for the 0.01 and 0.9-expectile curves for the residuals from the fitted temperature model. We would like to investigate whether the performance It is obvious to detect that the expectile curves in Berlin and Taipei are quite different. Firstly, the variation of the temperature in Berlin is smaller than that of Taipei. All the expectile curves cross with each other during the last 100 observations for Berlin, and the variance in this period is smaller, seen from the expectile curves. Moreover, all of them nearly locate in the corresponding three confidence corridors.
However, the performance of the temperature in Taipei is quite different. The expectile curves for Taipei have similar trends for each 20 years. They have highest volatilities in January, and lowest volatility in July. More interestingly, the expectile curve for the latest 20 years does not locate in the confidence corridor constructed using the data from the first 20 years and second 20 years, see Figure 4 and Figure 7 .
Similarly, the expectile curve for the first 20 years does not locate in the confidence corridor constructed by the latest 20 years.
Further, let us move to study the low expectile for the residuals from the models for Berlin and Taipei. As we know, it is very hard to get the very low quantile curve, due to the character of quantiles. However, it is not a problem for expectiles. One can calculate very low or very high expectiles. Therefore, we also calculate the 0. in Berlin, while the variation in Taipei is much bigger. However, all of these curves both for Berlin and Taipei locate in their corresponding confidence corridors.
Obviously, one can say that the performance of the residuals are quite different from Berlin and Taipei, after we take out the regular seasonal effect and AR effect, especially for the high expectiles. Since the temperature can be influenced by the human factors and other natural factors, which have been well documented in literature. We find the variation of the temperature in Taipei is more volatile. As one interpretation, as we know in the last 60 years, Taiwan has been experiencing a fast developing period, such as the industrial expansion, the burning of fossil fuel and deforestation and other sectors, which would be an important factor to induce the more volatility in the temperature of Taipei. However, Germany is well-developed in this period, especially in Berlin, where there is no intensive industries. Therefore, one may say the residuals reveals the influence of the human activities and we conclude that the risk drivers for temperature are localized. 
Now H n {v(x) + ε, x} H{v(x) + ε, x} + sup
Also, by the identity H{v(x), x} = 0, the function H{v(x) + ε, x} is not positive and has a magnitude m 1q ε by assumption (A6) and (13), for 0 < ε < δ 1 . That is, for 0 < ε < δ 1 ,
Combining (29), (30) and (31), we have, for 0 < ε < δ 1 :
With a similar inequality proved for the case v n (x) < v(x) + ε, we obtain, for 0 < ε < δ 1 :
if sup x∈J |v n (x) − v(x)| > ε, and then sup
It readily follows that (32), and (12) imply (14).
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Below we first show that R n ∞ = sup x∈J |R n (x)| vanishes asymptotically faster than the rate (nh log n) −1/2 ; for simplicity we will just use · to indicate the sup-norm.
Lemma 4 For the remainder term R n (t) defined in (16) we have
PROOF. First we have by the positivity of the kernel K,
where f n (x) = (nh)
The desired result (4) will then follow if we prove
Since (36) follows from the well-known bias calculation
where O(h 2 ) is independent of x in Parzen (1962), we have from assumption (A2)
According to Lemma A.3 in Franke and Mwita (2003) ,
and the following inequality
Statement (35) follows in the same way as (34) using assumption (A2) and the Lipschitz continuity properties of K, ψ , l.
According to the uniform consistency of v n (x) − v(x) shown before, we have
which implies (37).
Now the assertion of the lemma follows, since by tightness of D n (x), inf 0 t 1 |D n (x)| q 0 a.s. and thus
Finally, by Theorem 3.1 of Bickel and Rosenblatt (1973) ,
We now begin with the subsequent approximations of the processes Y 0,n to
Lemma 5
PROOF. Let x be fixed and put L(y) = ψ{y − v(x)} still depending on x. Using integration by parts, we obtain Γn L(y)K{(x − t)/h}dZ n (t, y)
If we apply the same operation to Y 1,n with B n {T (x, y)} instead of Z n (x, y) and use Lemma 2, we finally obtain
PROOF. Note that the Jacobian of T (x, y) is f (x, y). Hence
It follows that
Since g −1/2 is bounded by assumption, we have
PROOF. The difference |Y 2,n (x) − Y 3,n (x)| may be written as
If we use the fact that l is uniformly continuous, this is smaller than
and the lemma thus follows.
PROOF.
The second term can be estimated by
by the mean value theorem it follows that
The first term S 1,n is estimated as
1/2 g (x − uh) g(x) du = |T 1,n (x) − T 2,n (x)|, say;
T 2,n C 5 · Since S 3,n (x) is estimated as S 2,n (x), we finally obtain the desired result.
The next lemma shows that the truncation introduced through {a n } does not affect the limiting distribution.
Lemma 9 Y n − Y 0,n = O p {(log n) −1/2 }.
PROOF. We shall only show that g (x) −1/2 h −1/2 R−Γn ψ{y−v(x)}K{(x−t)/h}dZ n (t, y) fulfills the lemma. The replacement of g (x) by g(x) may be proved as in Lemma A.4 of Johnston (1982) . The quantity above is less than h −1/2 g −1/2 · {|y|>an} ψ{y − v(·)}K{(· − t)/h}dZ(t, y) . It remains to be shown that the last factor tends to zero at a rate O p {(log n) −1/2 }. We show first that V n (x) = (log n) 1/2 h −1/2 {|y|>an} ψ{y − v(x)}K{(x − t)/h}dZ n (t, y) p → 0 for all x and then we show tightness of V n (x), the result then follows:
V n (x) = (log n) 1/2 (nh)
[ψ{Y i − v(x)}I(|Y i | > a n )K{(x − X i )/h}
where {X n,x (x)} n i=1 are i.i.d. for each n with E X n,x (x) = 0 for all x ∈ [0, 1]. We then have E X 2 n,x (x) (log n)(nh)
where M ψ denotes an upper bound for ψ 2 . This term tends to zero by assumption (A3). Thus by Markov's inequality we conclude that
To prove tightness of {V n (x)} we refer again to the following moment condition as stated in Lemma 4:
We again estimate the left-hand side by Schwarz's inequality and estimate each factor separately, E{V n (x) − V n (x 1 )} 2 = (log n)(nh)
where Ψ n (x, x 1 , X i , Y i ) = ψ{Y i −v(x)}K{(x−X i )/h}−ψ{Y i −v(x 1 )}K{(x 1 −X 1 )/h}. Since ψ, K are Lipschitz continuous except at one point and the expectation is taken afterwards, it follows that
1/2 C 7 · (log n) 1/2 h −3/2 |x − x 1 | · {|y|>an} f y (y)dy
If we apply the same estimation to V n (x 2 ) − V n (x 1 ) we finally have E{|V n (x) − V n (x 1 )| · |V n (x 2 ) − V n (x)|} C 2 7 (log n)h −3 |x − x 1 ||x 2 − x| × {|y|>an} f y (y)dy C · |x 2 − x 1 | 2 since x ∈ [x 1 , x 2 ] by (A3).
Lemma 10 Let λ(K) = K 2 (u)du and let {d n } be as in the theorem. Then where r 4 (x 1 , x 2 ) is the covariance function of the Gaussian process Y 4,n (x), which proves the lemma.
